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QUESTION 1

A company uses Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Dynamics 365 Project Operations. 

The company must associate fixed assets with subprojects to track the money that the company spends to maintain
assets. 

You need to configure subprojects to track the associated fixed asset transactions. 

Which two types of subprojects can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Cost 

B. Investment 

C. Fixed price 

D. Time and material 

E. Internal 

Correct Answer: AE 

Explanation: Project management and accounting You can associate a project with an asset that is affected by the
project. You can also associate each phase, task, or subproject to a different asset. One asset can be associated with
each project record. You create the association when you enter a fixed asset number in the Fixed asset number field in
the Projects form. (Click Project management and accounting > Common > Projects > All projects. Select a project ID
that has a project type of Internal or Cost project, and then click Edit.) 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/about-fixed-assets-integration 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has recently deployed Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance. You have been hired as a Functional Consultant.
Your role will include the management of the Dynamics 365 Finance system and to provide training for members of the 

Accounts team. 

You are providing training on the cost accounting module in the Dynamics 365 Finance system. 

Products, projects, departments, cost center are example of which of the following? 

A. Cost elements 

B. Cost objects 

C. Cost classifications 

D. Cost distribution 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

You are configuring the year-end setup in Dynamics 365 Finance. 

You need to configure the year-end setup to meet the following requirements: 

The accounting adjustments that are received in the first quarter must be able to be posted into the previous year\\'s
Period 13. 

The fiscal year closing can be run again, but only the most recent closing entry will remain in the transactions. 

All dimensions from profit and loss must carry over into the retained earnings. 

All future and previous periods must have an On Hold status. 

Solution: 

Configure General ledger parameters. 

-

Set the Delete close of year transactions option to Yes. 

-

Set the Create closing transactions during transfer option to Yes. 

-

Set the Fiscal year status to permanently closed option to No. Define the Year-end close template. 

-Designate a retained earnings main account for each legal entity. 

-

Set the Financial dimensions will be used on the Opening transactions option to No. 

-

Set the Transfer profit and loss dimensions

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/financials/general-ledger/year-end-close 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

An organization sells monthly service subscriptions. The organization sends invoices to customers on the 15th of every
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month in the amount of $450.00. 

You need to set up, configure, and process recurring free text invoices for the customers. 

In which order should you perform the actionsTo answer, move all actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/financials/accounts-receivable/set-up-
process-recurring-invoices 

 

QUESTION 5
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You work as the Finance Director for a company. The company uses Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance for its accounting
system. 

The company has several financial dimensions and an organizational hierarchy configured for budgeting. 

You are configuring budgets within the organization. You need to configure the correct allocation method to distribute
the data in a budget plan to accurately portray the projected amounts. 

A budget plan has been configured at the top level in the hierarchy. The budget amounts from the top-level budget need
to be spread out across budget plans in lower-level dimensions for a more localized view. 

Which of the following allocation methods meets the requirement? 

A. Aggregate 

B. Distribute 

C. Allocate to dimension 

D. Copy from budget plan 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/budgeting/budget-planning-data-allocation 
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